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Since 2014, the Habana Lights Project has
restored and re-lit dozens of signs around
the city, including those for popular theaters,
cabarets and department stores

signs in the City of Angels. When the two of them met, it was
only natural that Havana would be next.
Since 2014, the Habana Lights Project has restored and
re-lit dozens of signs around the city, including those for popular
theaters, cabarets and department stores. The refurbishment has
been made possible thanks to the enthusiastic participation of
numerous supporters, from neighborhood advocates to professional craftsmen. Experts in related trades that work with metal
and glass joined in, in many cases refilling discharged tubes
manually with neon gas, a painstaking process.
But this is only part of the process. What artist Lopez
Nieves has gotten right is the insight that bringing back to life
these lights, once left for dead, is no longer about illuminating
what was dark. It is about memory, and memory is selective. The
past might be its elusive object, but the present is what gives it
purpose and meaning.
The role of art is to shed light on a social situation, so as to
generate a critical distance from it, and Lopez Nieves is applying this goal both literally and figuratively. His task is not one
of preservation for nostalgia's sake. Instead, he highlights a past
of progress, commerce, and leisure. But, for a restoration to hold
contemporary meaning, it cannot only be literal. Havana is not a
living history museum like, say, Colonial Williamsburg. It is a city
alive today. Thus while some of his pieces are bound for the art
gallery, others become public art with a purpose.
In many instances, Lopez Nieves creates brand new pieces,
like ''Arte Corte," a sign for a hair salon that is one of the most
booming businesses in Havana today, becoming an anchor for
neighborhood revitalization in Old Havana.
In other cases, the artist re-contextualizes signs that may or
may not have actually existed as such. He superimposes the actual
neon lights on other images that serve to create a critical distance, as in "Norge," a brand of electric appliances that was once
popular in Cuba.
Finally, his site-specific installations for galleries, both in
Cuba and in the United States, have engaged with the new
context as well as with local artists, to foster a dialogue about the
sensorial experience of urban revitalization.
By definition, a sign is never just a sign. A sign embodies
meanings that are socially constructed and therefore ever changing. Signs are alive, like the people who see them and decode
them. The Habana Light Project is about memory insofar as
memory is a product of the present. It might never take us to the
past, but it will certainly accompany us into the future.

